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Chord Company C-view HDMI cable is a cost-effective, high-performance 
display connection featuring heavily-shielded copper conductors and is available in 
lengths of 0.75m, 1m, 1.5m, 2m and 3m. C-view HDMI benefits from a 48GBps 
bandwidth with a resolution of 8k at 60hz or 4k at 120hz. It supports Dynamic 
HDR, HDCP2.3, eARC, 3D and all HDMI audio formats. 

Chord Company Clearway HDMI cable takes materials and shielding to the next level, with zinc-shielded plugs, 
increased bandwidth and thicker high-quality copper conductors coated with a skin/foamed polyethylene insulation. 
Five pairs of conductors are individually internally shielded, with the overall bundle further protected by a twin 
aluminium foil outer screen. Clearway HDMI supports 8K at 60Hz, 4K at 120Hz, 48GBps, Dynamic HDR, HDCP2.3, 
eARC, 3D and all HDMI audio formats. Available lengths: 0.75m, 1.5m, 2m, 3m.  A worthy addition to the award-
winning Clearway range.

Shawline HDMI AOC uses a high-quality true HDMI 2.1 chipset at both ends of the cable and the 
highest OM3 grade (over 10 Gigabit bandwidth) glass fibres rather than the typical OM2 (up to 1 
Gigabit bandwidth). Alongside the full 8K HDR picture quality, this ultra high-speed cable benefits 
from improved audio performance and is highly shielded against HF noise. Shawline HDMI AOC 
is available in 1m, 2m, 3m, 5m, 8m, 10m, 15m & 20m standard lengths. Custom lengths of up to 
150m are available by special order.

Epic HDMI AOC is our highest-performance cable. An optical/copper hybrid with HF noise protection. The copper 
elements have been uprated for improved mechanical isolation, but the most noticeable difference is the advanced 
HDMI 2.1 chipset. Epic HDMI AOC is capable of full 8K performance (120Hz) and while 8K content is still limited, it 
will become more widely available, making this the perfect choice for any installation which doesn’t allow swapping-out 
cables at a later stage. Epic HDMI AOC guarantees the best results from current 4K sources but with added peace of 
mind for the next major video upgrade/s down the line.  Alongside the upgraded mechanics, picture quality and high 
frame rate, the optical cables provide better audio performance and are immune to HF noise. HDMI 2.1 can process 
image quality up to 10K at 100Hz: something that should be of great interest to demanding gamers and virtual reality 
applications.  Epic HDMI AOC is available in 1m, 2m, 3m, 5m, 8m, 10m, 15m & 20m standard lengths.  Custom lengths 
of up to 100m are available by special order.

Designed in England by lovers of cinema, music and games since 1985

Pricing & specifications

Shawline HDMI AOC 2.0 18GBps

Clearway HDMI 2.0 18GBps

Epic HDMI AOC 2.1 48GBps

Shawline HDMI AOC 2.1 48GBps

Clearway HDMI 2.1 48GBps

C-view HDMI 2.1 48GBps
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C-view HDMI 2.1 48GBps
0.75m £30
1m £35
1.5m £40
2m £45
3m £55

Clearway HDMI 2.1 48GBps
0.75m £60
1.5m £80
2m £90
3m £110

Shawline HDMI AOC 2.1 48GBps
1m £250
2m £260
3m £270
5m £290
8m £320
10m £340
15m £390
20m £440

Epic HDMI AOC 2.1 48GBps
1m £500
2m £520
3m £540
5m £580
8m £640
10m £680
15m £780
20m £880

Clearway HDMI 2.0 18GBps
5m £150
8m £210
10m £250

Shawline HDMI AOC 2.0 18GBps
5m £220
8m £265
10m £295
15m £340
20m £395
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